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November 24, Even for a foot whale, it was no contest; and by the time rescue workers came to its aid, the
unfortunate behemoth was dead. Normally, whales evade ships, said Capt. Keith Stanley who suggested to
reporters that the cetacean might already have been dead or ill when it was struck. For instance, there are
cruises specifically planned so that passengers can watch these beasts of the briny. In fact, whale-watching
trips are as abundant as some of the once-endangered whales themselves. The migrations and breeding
grounds of whales are well-charted, and provide many opportunities for up-close-and-personal encounters. As
a rule, whales first feed in nutrient-rich, dark waters of the north then head south for warm, clear, calm waters
to mate and give birth. The annual journey of, say, pods of humpbacks will take them from Alaska as far south
as Hawaii between December and May, while whales making their summer home in New England and eastern
Canada head for the Caribbean. During these migrations, cruise passengers often can sight whales even from
the comfy decks of luxury liners, although no mainstream line except American Hawaii does whale-watching
per se. However, many major lines offer passengers whale-watching excursion opportunities aboard small
local day-boat vessels during a lengthier cruise. The first time I saw a whale up close, I was aboard a tiny boat
on an daylong excursion out of Sitka, Alaska. Within feet of our boat, the mammoth humpback sliced the
surface of the calm sea in almost utter silence. There was just the great whooshing sound of exhalation. I was
surprised most by the smell - a fetid, briny mix that reeked of ocean depths and mysterious origins. And as the
whale rose and dipped with the slow, steady grace of a ballerina alongside us, her calf, in obedient pursuit,
swam in synchrony. On some sailings, such as those aboard small vessels of Alaska Sightseeing Cruise West,
captains have the luxury of relatively loose cruising schedules. During a cruise we took, the captain cut the
engines after sighting a pod of orcas, delayed our arrival into Juneau by more than an hour. At the last second,
the whale dove beneath us. Many species of these mammoth creatures were severely endangered, and some
cruise lines actively engaged in conservation efforts. American Hawaii, for example, was an underwriter for
humpback whale research. These voyages are not hands-on, but offer opportunities to observe whales
frolicking in the waters between the islands. Experts on board from the Pacific Whale Foundation lecture daily
about breeding, feeding and migration habits. A small charter-boat excursion is offered on Maui. For more
information, call Whale watching also is possible aboard some small vessels of American Canadian
Caribbean Line. A day Panama Canal cruise includes whale watching on the Pacific side. New for next
summer will be a cruise from upstate New York to Newfoundland and Labrador. You may even get to pet one.
Among several small organizations specializing in whale-watching: It offers a number of intriguing itineraries
aboard a variety of small vessels with research scientists and naturalists aboard. Passengers even can enter the
water to snorkel with whales and, using hydrophones, may eavesdrop on the unique "conversations" of these
friendly creatures. Some trips depart from Los Angeles and cruise Magdalena Bay in Baja California to
observe the gray whales that migrate there in huge numbers. A Caribbean humpback whale-watch focuses on
the Cape Cod pods that go south to birth and breed. The group also has two whale-watching expeditions in the
Azores, a group of islands miles west of Lisbon, Portugal, that give passengers the opportunity to assist in
research and field work with giant sperm whales. Data collected on these trips is sent to Oxford University for
study. For groups of 10 or more, the Island Institute, an eco-resort on a acre private island in the San Juan
Islands, offers educational marine adventures in a safarilike summer-camp setting. This research organization
coordinates whale sightings and ensures a more reliable method than, say, the catch-as-catch-can tips of local
fishermen.
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It was called Lake Park, and was one of several resorts built along the lake throughout the late s. Through the
years, the lake level receded drastically until Lake Park was far from the lake and it closed by the end of the
season. In , the park hosted a minor league baseball team in the Inter-Mountain League [2] In Lagoon
celebrated the th birthday of its hand carved carousel that was built in and purchased by Lagoon in The
carousel consists of 47 animals including: Designed by John Miller of Coney Island fame; it was constructed
in Its highest height is fifty-seven feet, and the length of track is two thousand five hundred feet. It is locally
known as the "White Roller Coaster" due to its white wash paint. Little, if any, of the Roller Coaster is still
white, however, since as wooden supports are regularly replaced, the new supports are left unpainted.
Swimmers on s postcard In a 1. It was one of the first filtered swimming pools in the west, and was a cleaner
alternative than swimming in the briny Great Salt Lake. The s and s were popular years at Lagoon. There was
betting and horse racing there in the s, but the Utah State Legislature put a stop to that only a few years after it
began. The first Fun House was built in , along with many other midway shows, rides, and games. By the park
was in bad condition and on the brink of permanent closure. The Bamberger family considered razing it.
Kimball and Robert E. Freed , seeing an excellent opportunity, convinced the Bamberger family to lease the
park to their newly formed Utah Amusement Corporation. When the Utah Amusement Corporation took over
the lease of Lagoon, a Farmington town ordinance prohibited African-Americans from using the swimming
pool and the ballroom. By the end of the s, Robert Freed had fully opened Lagoon to the black community,
and further extended this policy to the Terrace Ballroom formerly the Rainbow Gardens in Salt Lake City. The
Freed family made several improvements, including the installation of new dressing rooms and a general
overhaul of the swimming pool in , a rebuilt fun house and the introduction of the "Dodgem Cars" and the
"Lakeshore Express" miniature diesel train in , and a new Ferris wheel in In November a fire destroyed much
of the park, including the fun house, dance pavilion and the front portion of the roller coaster. It was quickly
rebuilt to open for the next season and began to surpass the popularity of its main rival, Saltair. Many rides
were restored, rebuilt, or replaced, and a few new rides were added. It featured rides only for children. From
the mids into the s Lagoon made many improvements. A showboat was added to the lake, and a new fun house
was built, which featured such attractions as a multi-lane giant slide; mazes, mirrors, obstacle courses and
mystery rooms; a large turntable which flung its riders off at great velocity; revolving barrels; and the
ubiquitous jets of air - activated by a human operator - which startled those who were unfortunate enough to
stand over them. There was also a mini-car ride added in , followed by the "Space Scrambler," spook house, I.
Zoo, and shooting gallery in The first Wild Mouse ride came in The Rolling Stones concert at Lagoon was in
July In , authentic Crown Metal Products -built steam locomotives were put into operation around the lake
and the name was changed to the Wild Kingdom Train. A log flume ride was brought in from the defunct
Pixieland Park in Oregon. With its double inverted loops, Colossus held the distinction of being the coaster at
Lagoon with the most inversions for 32 years. Cannibal, built in , currently has four inversions, the most for a
roller coaster at Lagoon. The famous swimming pool closed after its fifth decade in Its construction spelled
the end of the small-scale railroad operations in Pioneer Village, as some of the supports stood in the way of
the track. Also added was a new food stand - Rattlesnake Grub and a new merchandise location, Pedlers Place,
that sells candy, toys, Lagoon merchandise, colored rocks and Rattlesnake Parafinia, but also sells ponchos for
the wet ride ahead. However, this ride type was not new to Lagoon. Lagoon had a wooden model that was
demolished 5 years prior to the current steel model opening. It is a family-friendly coaster with a minimum
height requirement of 42". Wicked is a first-of-its-kind Zierer tower launch coaster. An Imelmann turn , a
heart-line roll , two half-pipe turns and the signature "lake turn" into a final tunnel before returning to the
station. Wicked is located in the south midway section of the park, behind the "Fire Dragon". Wicked opened
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to the public on June 1 at 3: In addition to Wicked, Lagoon made several improvements to the park. The area
in front of Spider and Fire Dragon was expanded and repaved for Wicked, connecting the surrounding areas
for the three coasters. OdySea is an interactive ride with a joystick to control the vehicles height, Arrow will
blink to direct the rider to dodge jets of water from the sea creatures that attempt the soak you as a soundtrack
song tells a story. The ride features a giant squid centerpiece, with submarines and fish as cars each holding
two passengers. OdySea opened on April 5, , and started a continuing tradition of adding music to every new
ride. In addition to , Lagoon expanded its employee kitchen with twice the seating and all new counters,
serving areas, etc. Lagoon also introduced designated smoking areas "Sit and Smoke Stations", in response to
a new Davis County law that went into effect on 1 January that prohibited smoking in privately and publicly
owned outdoor places. With the addition of these "sit and smoke stations" caused the removal of one of
Lagoons x-venture attractions Peak Exposure, a small rock climbing wall formerly located on the south
midway by Roller Coaster. Jumping dragon has 20 gondolas Two are the tail and head with 2 riders per
gondola, each with their own lap bar making for a much more comfortable ride. Jumping Dragon opened to
the Public on April 4, It was taken down in October and was back with a new coat of paint in April Though
the park ended their tradition of adding a new ride every year since , due to the economic status Lagoon did
not install a new ride that season. Instead, the park improved their entertainment division, with all new shows.
Lagoon also installed a new game "3 point challenge". BomBora was installed in the area formerly occupied
by the Lagoon-a-Beach locker building and a pavilion, which were demolished in October Most of the lockers
from that building were moved to an area formerly occupied by janitorial and utility miscellany. That in turn
was moved to other locations around the water park. This year also marks when they removed the Terroride
mural replacing with a talking vulture and a dark forest theme in the queue. Another Frightmares haunt,
Deception, was replaced with Backlot. Red Rock Rally Zamperla Speedway features an extensive red stone
backdrop for the ride. Every vehicle is named after trails only found in Moab, Utah , thus being themed as
all-terrain vehicles. Both feature loading to the ground instead of an elevated platform. The opening of these
rides also included new pathways with colored benches. Wild Mouse was re-painted to have a green track
instead of the light purple paint it featured when first installed in Rock-O-Plane also got new paint to feature
red and yellow spirals, and upgraded LED lighting was installed. With much of its focus on the new coaster,
no new rides were added this year. Cirque Innosta came back with another show, called Bosque. Many
improvements were done throughout the park this season. A shooting game in Pioneer Village was removed,
as the building now houses a retail shop featuring Lagoon-branded goods. A new animal exhibit was added to
Wild Kingdom Train which houses wild boars. Another improvement was the addition of Dole Whip to the
food line-up at Lagoon. On September 4 at a press conference, Lagoon officially announced Cannibal , their
new roller coaster for the season. Cannibal did however open on July 2 to rave reviews and a 2-hour long line.
Due to Cannibal, Skyscraper now features a different sign and queue with the exit being in the front instead of
behind the ride in the years prior. The gift shop repurposed the old Pit Stop gift shop that was installed for the
now removed Top Eliminator Dragsters. Extensive work was also done on Spider with new black and red
paint and new wheel housing bogies for the cars. With the extensive work, the seats now spin freely at the top
of the first drop, instead of the previous forward or backward first drop into a sharp curve which released the
spinning seats. New wheel housing bogies were also installed on Wicked. This year marks the time Lagoon
re-introduced the Colossus sign on top of the first loop of Colossus: The Fire Dragon with red coloring for the
letters. The sign was removed a few years prior. The old location of it is now new restroom facilities. The
Roller Coaster also had gotten re-tracked and opened later that season. Controversy[ edit ] In , three year old
Ryan Beckstead was struck and killed on "Puff The Little Fire Dragon" after he fell off the ride and stood up
in between the track. Wieners A montage featuring scenes at an amusement park were mostly filmed at
Lagoon in The name has been changed in the film. Attractions such as the shaking barrels, the undulating
walkway and the spinning tunnel are shown. Other locations in the same sequence were shot at the dilapidated
Saltair Resort nearby. An episode of The Aquabats featured brief and edited glimpses of Lagoon. Notable
people who worked at Lagoon[ edit ] Atari founder Nolan Bushnell managed midway carnival games at
Lagoon while earning his electrical engineering degree at the University of Utah. Existing roller coasters[ edit
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] Lagoon features ten different roller coasters.
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Mathew William Dalton Matthew W. Dalton left Wisconsin in bound for the gold mines in California, but on
his arrival at Fort Hall he learned that the Indians were making trouble. On his way thither he arrived on the
present site of Ogden, Sept. He was a genial man, had been a Quartermaster in the U. Army and I took a liking
to him at once, and our relations became quite friendly. I found, upon inquiry, that he was just about to travel
to Salt Lake City in order to winter over there with his family, then proceed in the spring to California by the
"Overland" route for the "Gold Fields. It seems that a company consisting of nineteen wagons, had made the
trip from the fort to Salt Lake the previous fall and that their wagon trails would plainly show. Major Singer,
upon hearing this, decided to set out for the City and invited me to accompany him and his family upon the
trip. I eagerly embraced the opportunity and while Mr. Hickey and his company were pursuing their way
across the plains to Washington, I was journeying with the genial Major and his family on the trail from Ft.
Hall to the valley of the Great Salt Lake. We were told that the distance from the fort to Salt Lake City was
about miles. By careful examination we were able to keep on the trail pursued by the fall company. From Fort
Hall southward, in places of course the winter rains and storms had almost oblitered the trail[. Naturally we
were suspicious of Indians and constantly on the look out for the hostile "Red Man;" but happily for us, we
were entirely unmolested by any man, either white or red. Indeed we found no trace, in our entire journey, of
any hostile "Redskin" whatever. In coming through the valley now known as Box Elder County, we found no
trace of a white man anywhere from Fort Hall to the site now occupied by Ogden City, except one solitary
individual I found near the place called South Willard, of which more anon. The whole country was at that
time, unowned and unoccupied by the White man; but given over to the primeval savagery of the elements and
was a barren wilderness. In due time Major Singer and his company arrived just north of the site now occupied
by Brigham City. By this time the cattle were jaded and weary by travel so he decided to stop and rest them
for a few days and let them browse upon the bunch grass then so abundant at that place. I naturally was
anxious to get to my destination, and the prospect of waiting did not seem good to me. I concluded, therefore
to leave the Major to follow at his leisure, while I passed on by foot to the site of Ogden City, where I had
heard that a few settlers and pioneers would be found. So bidding adieu to my genial and worthy friend and
his interesting family I went ahead of his company on foot and alone. I was now twenty-two years of age and
being inured to a life of toil and hardship was possessed of a strong iron like constitution and in the pink of
condition. I passed alone and afoot through a country solitary and desolate in its primeval barrenness and
savagery. Not a man nor a house along my line of march. Little did I dream then that in the years to come, it
would be transformed from the wilderness to smiling orchards[,] fruitful fields and happy homes! There was
no man; no life anywhere, just barrenness and desolation. Passing still further south I walked through the
present site of Perry and then on further south to where the beautiful and productive City of Willard now
stands. But still the same silence and desolation of "ages" hovered over the spot. Little did I dream then; that
where my feet now trod a beautiful settlement would spring up; fertile and productive and where silence now
reigned unbroken but a few short years would pass, ere it would echo with the strong tones of men, and the
sweet gladsome voices of women and children. Little too, did I think, then that this place, also would be the
scene of my home life and the activities of early manhood and mature life! But to resume, still walking south,
at a large spring about two miles south of Willard as we now know it, on a spot which afterwards became part
of the farm of Brother George Marsh, I met the first White man encountered in my journey from Fort Hall to
this spot. It was to me a most surprising sight. For there, encamped by the spring I saw a solitary man, single
and alone. He had a wheelbarrow, which he had been trundling across the plains. In it he had a sack containing
a little supply of "hard tack" and bacon. A piece of wagon cover, which he used at night to sleep in completed
his equipment. I looked at him and marveled! In answer to my enquiry I found him to be a "gold seeker"
bound for the "diggins. But I marveled at his courage and temerity, and that he had long since been "scalped"
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by Indians far back on the "Plains. The Indians were still reputed to be on the "war path" so after supper I
agreed to keep watch for the night while he slept as a precaution against surprise and attack. To this he gladly
assented. Thus my lonely watch was kept upon the place afterwards known as South Willard, in the dead of
the night, with only the sky overhead as a canopy; litle dreaming, then how my future life would be so closely
identified with that locality. He slept soundly till morning. We took a scanty breakfast together and parted,
never to meet again in time. He to continue his lonely journey toward the west; I to find a refuge and a
welcome among the "strange" band of adventurers, known as the "Mormons" who had migrated from the East,
and made their stand in the "wilderness" savage nature and more savage men! A walk of about 14 miles took
young "Dalton" from the spring at "South Willard" to the "site" of the city, we now know as Ogden. Thus on
the morning of the 5th day of September, , our young friend and pioneer, first beheld with natural eye, the then
small beginnings" of that now populous City, and gazed with astonishment upon the very few scattered
"settlers" who had braved the dangers of the desert to find a place where they could reach a "refuge" and a
home!
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